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1. Applied Science and Technology Index:
   389 current titles indexed
   243 URI has currently (62.5%)
   146 URI lacks currently (37.5%)

   Additional subscription costs for 1993:
   Priority 1 = $7,626
   Priority 2 = $6,963
   Priority 3 = Do not order (we will be cancelling titles from these publishers in 1993, not adding: G&B, Elsevier, Pergamon, etc.)

2. Business Periodicals Index:
   331 current titles indexed
   230 URI has currently (69.5%)
   102 URI lacks currently (30.8%)

   Additional subscription costs for 1993 = $9352

3. Education Index:
   337 current titles indexed
   225 URI has currently (66.8%)
   112 URI lacks currently (33.2%)

   Additional subscription costs for 1993 = $5,400

see attached for AST, BPI, and EDI desiderata lists